
How Tülogy Focuses on 
Growth with Checkr’s 
Critical and Time-saving
Automations

Tülogy’s favorite 
features

Simple and intuitive user
interface

Easy and seamless API
integration

Candidate Stories that
provide humanizing context
for better informed decisions

Customer Story

The Tülogy and Checkr story

Since their startup days, Tülogy has sought process 
optimizations through the power of technology. Their 
digital-first approach means their small team can reach 
tens of thousands of users.

One of the ways Tülogy is doing this is by integrating 
with services that help them automate critical platform 
functions. With Checkr, Vladimir’s team has automated 
over 95% of their background check processes.

Tülogy connects customers with 
home-repair professionals to Get 
Stuff Done and take the headaches 
out of home repair. Tülogy’s home 
service professionals have decades 
of hands-on experience and are 
ready to connect directly with 
customers, accelerating the process 
of home repair, eliminating risk, 
and ultimately improving homes 
and lives.

About Tülogy

 
“Checkr helps us stay focused on our product 
development, growth, and keeping our product as 
simple as possible for ourselves and our end users.”

VLADIMIR VEZIKOV 
Co-founder and CEO, Tülogy



To learn more, visit checkr.com

As Tülogy’s technology partner, Checkr is not only an 
integral part of critical functions but aligns with the 
company’s values of creating a fairer future, building  
a diverse talent pool, and expanding opportunities  
for work.

Checkr helps Tülogy maintain a seamless and 
transparent process that benefits professionals and 
customers. Home repair professionals signing up for 
Tülogy complete their background check easily within 
the platform. Their profiles are created immediately, 
and automatically display their background check status 
or results. All this means that professionals can start 
bidding on projects immediately and customers can hire 
with confidence in safety and reputation.

With Checkr’s Candidate Stories, Tülogy receives 
important context to make better informed decisions. 
“What I really love about Candidate Stories is how it 
transforms the process from looking at a piece of paper 
and reducing someone to their record. It helps remind 
you there’s a human being behind the record, giving 
them a voice in the process.”

At the end of the day, Tülogy is all about simplicity—
in finding work, finding help, and expanding their 
platform’s reach. Checkr’s speed and stellar reliability 
means Vladimir can focus on operations, growth, and 
“keeping our product as simple as possible for ourselves 
and end users.”

“Having parts of our platform be as reliable and 
helpful as Checkr has been a huge win. There’s so 
much value that’s added and it’s so easy to use. 
Honestly, Checkr is usually the last thing on my 
mind because of how reliable it is.”

VLADIMIR VEZIKOV 
Co-founder and CEO, Tülogy

How Tülogy succeeds 
with Checkr

Reliability, ease of use, and 
fast turnaround time

Technology-first vendor who 
values fair chance hiring

95% of processes 
automated

Easy and seamless API 
integration that automates 
critical functions

Completed integration with 
core platform with minimal 
resources

See what other 
customers say

Other happy 
Checkr customers


